
Verb Cards 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Printing Instructions 
Print these cards on card stock or thicker paper.  If desired, laminate these cards so they are more du-
rable.  Cut out the cards and use them according to the activities below.  Choose one skill that your 
child needs to work on and do that activity. 

 
Speech and Language Activities 
 
Vocabulary: 
 Receptive Actions: Place a few cards out in front of your child.  Ask him to point to one of the 

cards (“point to  running” or “which one is dancing?”).  This skill is easier than having him tell you 
what the people are doing.  Start with this and once he can do it, move on to expressive. 

 Expressive Actions: Show your child one of the cards.  Ask her to tell you what the person is do-
ing.  Help your child tell you the name of the action. 

 

Grammar 
 -ing: Help your child use the “-ing” word ending on the end of a verb.  When you ask your child what 

someone is doing, have him say “jumping” or “running”. 
 Pronouns: You can also use these cards to help your child use the words “he” and “she”.  Have 

your child tell you the whole sentence “She is jumping” or “he is touching his toes”. 
 Possessive Pronouns: Once your child gets good at saying “he” and “she”, start working on “his” 

and “her”.  You can have your child make longer sentence like “She is clapping her hands” or “He is 
blowing his bubbles”.   

 Helping Verbs: Make sure you have your child use the helping verb “is” when she makes sentenc-
es about the cards. 

 

Answering Questions 
 Who Questions: Lay a few pictures out in front of your child and ask her who is doing a certain ac-

tion.  Have her answer by saying “the boy, the girl, or the woman”.  Or, you could give each of the 
people names.   

 What Questions: Ask your child what people are using to perform their action.  For example, you 
could ask “what is she riding?” or “what is she playing with?” 

 Where Questions: Ask your child questions about where people are in the pictures.  You could ask 
“Where is she laying?” or “Where is she eating?” 
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hang bounce drink 

hug put on socks point 

wash hands sleep spin around 
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fly lay down draw 

laugh touch toes cry 

throw catch swim 
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fall run crawl 

jump sit stand 

walk blow carry 
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pour drive paint 

drop brush close 

kick write cut 
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hold yawn ride 

eat dance build 

talk tie clap 
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